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Flashlight Superfire GF03, 800lm, USB

Superfire GF03 flashlight
The Superfire GF03 flashlight has two lights (front and side), generates a stable light of 300 lumens and a range of 300 meters, plus it
can shine white, yellow, purple and blue light. The front light comes in High and Low modes, while the side light offers White, Red strobe
and Red SOS modes. The flashlight is distinguished by its long runtime, has a motion sensor (side light) and can adjust the light output. 
 
Multiple uses
The main light of the Superfire GF03 flashlight is distinguished by a brightness of 300 lm and can come in 4 different colors. The white
light will be good for everyday use, while the yellow light will allow you to illuminate close objects. Purple will be suitable for night fishing
and will allow you to attract fish, while blue allows you to illuminate the surface of the water. The light in each color comes in Low and
High modes. 
 
Side light and motion sensor
The Superfire GF03 flashlight also has a side light that uses white and red light and offers White, Red strobe and Red SOS modes. What's
more, the flashlight is equipped with a motion sensor, allowing a simple hand gesture to turn the side light on or off. The sensor provides
effective operation at a distance of 10 cm. 
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Tailored to your needs
Another advantage of the Superfire GF03 flashlight is the ability to adjust the light output. All you have to do is turn the regulator located
on the top of the product, and the light beam will become more focused or diffused. Also noteworthy is the practical handle, thanks to
which you can comfortably carry the flashlight. 
 
High comfort of use
Superfire GF03 was designed to combine maximum functionality with convenient operation. All you have to do is press the right button
to switch between the front and side light, change the color of the front light or activate the motion sensor. The practical display will give
you quick access to information about the battery level. 
 
Reliable
The flashlight has a powerful power source that provides 12 h of operation on a single charge. With a capacity of 8800 mAh, you can use
the product like a powerbank and renew your smartphone's energy with its help. Charging the GF03 will take about 5.5 hours. The IP34
water resistance and resistance to a drop from a height of 1 meter make you can use it outdoors without worry. 
 
Included
Superfire GF03 flashlight x1
Charging cable x1
User manual x1
Manufacturer 
Superfire
Model 
GF03
Brightness 
300 lm
Range 
Up to 300 m
Diode type
JIGNRUI XK (front light), 2835 (side light)
Operating time 
Approximately 12 h
Charging time
Approx. 5.5 h
Power supply 
4x Rechargeable 18650 type lithium-ion battery
Battery capacity 
8800 mAh
Power
8 W (front light) / 24 W (side white light) / 2 W (side red light)
Waterproof 
IP34
Drop resistance 
1 m
Dimensions 
60 x 60 x 170 mm
Weight 
725 g
Lighting modes
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Front light: Low, High / Side light: White, Red strobe, Red SOS
Additional features
Motion sensor

Preço:

Antes: € 41.5002

Agora: € 37.00

Atividades e lazer, Other, Flashlight
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